**Legacy Detroiter Applicants**

**12 Steps to Open: Adult-Use Marijuana Establishment**
(Applicants that do **not** hold an active state operating license under the Medical Marijuana Facilities Licensing Act)

*The below steps provide a high level summary and assume that the applicant meets requirements and receives necessary approvals*

**Key**
- State of Michigan requirement
- City of Detroit requirement
- $ Steps where fees will be charged

**Notes**
1. The main applicant and each supplemental applicant must submit prequalification applications. The main applicant is the entity (e.g., limited liability company, corporation, partnership) or individual (sole proprietor) seeking to hold the marijuana establishment license. Supplemental applicants differ based on business structure (see MRA instructions for more detail).
2. Legacy Detroiter applicants who do not yet have an approved location may be granted a provisional license for 12 months.
3. This notarized attestation (document of verification) is required to submit a Step 2 establishment license with the State MRA.
4. Do not submit a step 2 application unless the proposed marijuana establishment will be ready to pass an inspection by the State MRA and the Bureau of Fire Services (BFS) within 60 days of step 2 establishment license application submission.
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